Shelli’s room with a VIEW!!!

…and what a view!!!
Irene, Leslie, David and Shelli in front of the Opera House in Sydney

Leslie, David, Shelli and Irene enjoying NYE at the Opera House

Leslie, Irene and Shelli cheers to a happy new year in Sydney
David and Leslie dancing above Darling Harbor

David and Leslie hiking in the Blue Mountains
Shelli and Irene in front of the Three Sisters

Leslie, Shelli, Rob and Vikki working hard in the lab
Leslie and Shelli at the rotovap

Leslie, Rob and Vikki working hard… playing hard
Mani-Pedi time for Shelli and Vikki

Shelli, Rob, Vikki and Leslie in front of the Opera House
Rob, Vikki, Leslie and Shelli out for dinner

Vikki and Rob out in Melbourne
Shelli, Leslie and Vikki enjoying Australia
Leslie loving the animals in Melbourne

Rob, enough said… Vikki’s found her University!
The gang at the Obbie and Shelli’s muso!

Shelli and her labmates from Sydney University
Great friends, Deanna and Kelly from Sydney University